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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Possession in the Russian clause: Towards dynamicity in syntax

van

Aysa Arylova

1. Be-possessives in Russian constitute a non-homogeneous group that resists a
unificatory analysis.

2. Current typological research on predicative possessives does not support the
locational-transitive dichotomy.

3. The circumstance that possession implies proximity does not entail that pos-
session is a subcase of location.

4. World-creating u-PPs and u-PPs in external possession and modal possessive
constructions are introduced by the same predicate that is employed in be-
possessives.

5. The have-possessive in Russian has a transitive vP-structure with the possessor
construed as the external argument.

6. Theses (stellingen) on theses (dissertations) make a nice database for research
on research.

7. When writing a dissertation it’s best to follow the rules of uphill running: take
small steps, maintain a steady tempo, keep your eyes on the goal.

8. A rule of thumb about icy hills is that if you managed to walk down, you will
manage to walk up.

9. The sofa is a bigger health hazard than the dojo.

10. A PhD degree is like the first black belt: it just marks the beginning of the
real learning process.


